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Abstract

The central nervous system of humans and animals is able to modulate the activity in
the spinal cord to achieve several locomotion behaviors. Previous neuromechanical
models investigated the modulation of human gait changing selected parameters
belonging to the CPGs (Central Pattern Generators) feedforward oscillatory structures
or to the feedback reflex circuits. CPG-based models could replicate slow and fast
walking by changing only the oscillation’s properties. On the other hand, reflex-based
models could achieve different behaviors mainly through optimizations of a large
dimensional parameter space, but could not identify effectively individual key reflex
parameters responsible for the modulation of gait characteristics. This study,
investigates which reflex parameters modulate the gait characteristics through
neuromechanical simulations. A recently developed reflex-based model is used to
perform optimizations with different target behaviors on speed, step length and step
duration in order to analyse the correlation between reflex parameters and their
influence on these gait characteristics. We identified 9 key parameters that influence the
target speed ranging from slow to fast walking (0.48 and 1.71 m/s) as well as a large
range of step lengths (0.43 and 0.88 m) and step duration (0.51, 0.98 s). The findings
show that specific reflexes during stance have a major effect on step length regulation
mainly given by the contribution of positive force feedback on the ankle plantarflexors’
group. On the other hand, stretch reflexes active during swing of iliopsoas and gluteus
maximus regulate all the gait characteristics under analysis. Additionally, the results
show that the stretch reflex of the hamstring’s group during landing phase is responsible
for modulating the step length and step duration. Additional validation studies in
simulations demonstrated that the identified reflexes are sufficient to modulate gait in
human locomotion. Thus, this study provides an overview of the possible reflexes to
control the gait characteristics.

Author summary

1 Introduction 1

The neuromusculoskeletal system allows humans and animals to move and interact in 2

their environment choosing among different motor patterns through a complex and 3

redundant interaction of neural circuits. However, the strategies used to control the 4
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different gait patterns have not been elucidated yet. It is well-known that the central 5

nervous system controls locomotion in a hierarchical and distributed way by modulating 6

the activity of its control subsystems such as spinal reflexes and central pattern 7

generators (CPGs) ( [1], [2]). These networks are modulated by descending cortical and 8

brainstem pathways and sensory feedback in order to regulate the motor outputs for the 9

required motion ( [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). It is also well-established that the modulation of 10

sensory feedback relies on the control of reflex responses through reciprocal and 11

presynaptic inhibition ( [8], [9], [10]). In mammals and lower vertebrates, stereotyped 12

movements are executed with low sensorimotor gains, whereas during demanding tasks 13

or unfamiliar conditions locomotion relies on higher feedback gains ( [9]). This led to 14

the conclusion that the central nervous system modulates sensory transmission by 15

adjusting reflex gains in order to develop adaptive responses to the environment. Yet, 16

experiments on subjects with lost limb proprioception demonstrated that the amount of 17

motor control delegated to sensory feedback is more prominent in humans compared to 18

other mammals and lower vertebrates ( [11]). Therefore, feedback pathways might be 19

more important than central circuits in controlling human biped locomotion. Yet, the 20

way how descending pathways facilitate or inhibit selected spinal circuits in order to 21

modulate gait is still to be fully uncovered. 22

23

Neuromusculoskeletal simulations are a powerful tool to test hypotheses in 24

neuroscience and the interaction between biomechanical properties, sensory inputs and 25

spinal circuits ( [12], [13], [14]). Several proposed models aimed to reproduce the 26

healthy behavior of human locomotion and its modulation. In chronological order, [15] 27

demonstrated that a simple musculoskeletal model driven by a CPGs network of 28

Matsuoka oscillators ( [16]) combined with joint angles and velocity feedback is able to 29

reproduce stable locomotion robust against perturbations. This model is able to change 30

speed by modulating the tonic input to the CPGs and decreasing step duration and 31

stride length. More recently, a reduced neural control strategy has been proposed for 32

the CPG structure based on muscle synergies ( [17], [18]). [19] showed that this control 33

scheme generates walking and running patterns at different speeds with the modulation 34

of seven key control parameters. These studies demonstrated how the modulation of 35

selected feedforward components in the spinal cord can reproduce a wide range of 36

walking behaviors. However, these models do not take into account the potential effect 37

of reflex circuits’ modulation in changing the gait characteristics. 38

39

On the other hand, other studies highlighted the contribution of sensory feedback to 40

motor control. One of the first contributions in this direction was given by [20] with a 41

neural controller composed of motorneurons receiving inputs from a common CPG and 42

reflexes from stretch and force receptors. Additionally, in this model the spindle reflexes 43

included inhibitory inputs to antagonist muscles and the parameters were optimized 44

using genetic algorithm optimization. Successively, [21] developed a purely reflex-based 45

neuromechanical model encoding principles of legged mechanics reproducing kinematics, 46

dynamics and muscle activation of human walking behavior without the contribution of 47

any CPG circuit. The modulation of speed for this model was explored by [22]. 48

Performing different optimizations for 6 different speeds ranging from 0.8 to 1.8 m/s, 49

Song identified 9 key reflex control parameters that show a significant trend together 50

with the increasing of speed. Three key parameters were related to trunk balance, three 51

to stance behavior and three to swing generation. The model could generate speed 52

transition from slow to fast speed optimizing the identified parameters. However, these 53

key parameters do not include only reflex mechanisms but also balance, prevention of 54

overextension and reciprocal inhibition mechanisms that are simplified in a way that 55

can hardly be related to specific physiological proprioceptive information. 56
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57

Then, [23] added CPG models to Geyer’s reflex controller to test the hypothesis that 58

CPGs could simplify the control of speed. The CPG models were based on abtract 59

oscillators that could replicate the steady-state muscle stimulation patterns generated 60

by the reflexes during a gait cycle. Therefore, the optimization of reflex parameters was 61

performed once in order to generate stable locomotion and learn the stimulation 62

patterns. Then, the feedback parameters were kept constant and the modulation of the 63

gait was controlled only by tuning the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillators. In 64

particular, it was shown that it is possible to modulate the gait speed by regulating the 65

oscillatory parameters related to the hip muscles. Subsequently, [24] developed a similar 66

controller to generate movement in a simulated biped robot. The CPG model was 67

composed of Matsuoka oscillators and played a major role in controlling the stimulation 68

of proximal muscles, whereas the activation of distal muscles relied on positive force 69

feedback. Also in this case, key parameters for gait modulation were identified 70

performing several optimizations at various speeds. The ones that showed a more 71

relevant trend according with changing of gait speed were the stimulation gains 72

controlling the amplitude of oscillators located at the hip muscles ( [25]). Indeed, 73

previous animal experiments ( [26]) led to the hypothesis that there exists a 74

proximo-distal gradient in joint neuromechanical control where hip and knee joints are 75

primarily controlled by feedforward circuits whereas distal joints rely more on sensory 76

feedback, especially load sensors. The aforementioned studies investigated the shared 77

control of CPGs and reflexes. Yet, the changing of gait characteristics relies mostly of 78

CPGs parameters and the contribution reflex modulation has not been investigated. 79

80

Subsequently, [27] added supraspinal layers on top of a generalized reflex model in 81

the three dimensional space ( [28]) able to reproduce walking and running behaviors. 82

These behaviors were achieved through the optimization of stance reflex parameters and 83

the modulation of two supraspinal parameters: desired foot placements and the desired 84

minimum swing leg length. Therefore, the modulation of gait relies on the integration of 85

these descending pathways without identifying and selecting the feedback circuits that 86

contribute to this modulation. Moreover, some components of the control mechanisms 87

are still hard to translate in physiological meaning. More recently, [29] developed a 88

more detailed reflex-based controller modeling each control components basing on 89

physiology of proprioception with the only non-physiological components taking care of 90

trunk balance. The model is designed to walk in the sagittal plane and it is optimized 91

for different target speeds between 0.50 m/s and 2.00 m/s reproducing experimentally 92

observed kinematic, kinetic, and metabolic trends of human walking. This present study 93

will use the model proposed by Ong in order to identify the reflexes taking part in the 94

modulation of speed, step length and step duration. 95

96

Indeed, the aforementioned studies demonstrate that both feedback and feedforward 97

controllers are able to faithfully reproduce various walking behaviors highlighting the 98

complexity of the neural and musculoskeletal systems as highly redundant mechanisms 99

( [30], [31]). CPG-based models partially uncovered the contribution of spinal 100

feedforward oscillatory mechanisms generating diverse walking behaviors with the 101

modulation of CPGs parameters. However, previous reflex-based model could not 102

identify physiologically relevant reflex parameters responsible for gait modulation. 103

Furthermore, previous studies in neuromechanical simulations focused mainly on 104

achieving different target speeds rather than separate the components controlling step 105

length and step duration. The relations between these gait characteristics have been 106

investigated by [32] in an experimental study where subjects walked with combinations 107

of slow, nominal and fast step lengths (i.e. 0.584, 0.730 and 0.876 m) and large, nominal 108
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and small step duration (i.e. 0.65, 0.52 and 0.43 s). The resulting range of speed is 109

between 0.89 and 2.04 m/s. The study showed that the activity of gluteus maximus, 110

gluteus medius, vastus, gastrocnemious and soleus are the muscles dedicated to vertical 111

support and forward progression independently from changing on step length or step 112

duration and that increased step length results majorly from the larger contribution of 113

hip and knee extensors. 114

115

This study aims to understand the potential mechanisms of reflex modulation 116

behind various behaviors of human locomotion. Other mechanisms such as modulation 117

of CPG circuits and muscle synergies could surely play an important role in modulating 118

locomotion, but the present goal is to focus on the potential role of reflex modulation in 119

gait adaptation. In particular, the main focus is dedicated to the modulation of speed 120

together with the independent modulation of step length and step duration. In the 121

present study, we aim at answering the following questions: 122

1. To which extent can the modulation of reflexes modify speed, step length and step 123

duration during walking? 124

2. Can these quantities be controlled independently? 125

3. Which specific reflexes should be modulated to adjust each quantity? 126

This study will use neuromechanical simulations of human walking performing three 127

different sets of optimization having various target speed, step length and step duration 128

from the lower to the upper boundaries of a human model driven by the reflex controller 129

proposed by Ong. The results suggest that the reflex-based model can generate different 130

gait behaviors including low and high values of speed, step length and step duration. 131

Furthermore, walking patterns ranging among small and large step lengths could be 132

achieved maintaining the step duration fixed and vice versa. Finally, all these behavior 133

can be controlled with the modulation of 9 identified reflex parameters that showed the 134

highest correlation with the changing of gait characteristics. 135

2 Materials and methods 136

The analysis performed in this study is conducted using the optimization and control 137

framework SCONE ( [33]). The musculoskeletal model and the reflex controller are 138

based on the ones used by [29] and are described in more detail in the following sections 139

starting with the presentation of the musculoskeletal model, the reflex controller, the 140

optimization protocol, the description of dataset analysis and the validation steps. 141

2.1 Musculoskeletal model 142

The musculoskeletal model (Fig 1) is based on the one developed by [34] composed of a 143

skeleton of height = 1.8 m and weight = 75.16 kg. The model movement is constrained 144

in the sagittal plane and has 3 degrees of freedom (DoFs) at the pelvis and other 3 for 145

each leg: one at the hip, one at the knee and one at the ankle. Three spheres are also 146

included as contact model in order to estimate the ground reaction forces when they are 147

in contact with the ground. The contact model is taken from [35] and is composed of 148

one bigger sphere of radius equal to 5 cm at the anatomical reference of calcaneus and 149

two smaller of radius 2.5 cm at the anatomical reference of toes. The model is also 150

composed of nine Hill-type muscle tendon units ( [36]) per leg: gluteus maximus 151

(GMAX), biarticular hamstrings (HAMS), iliopsoas (ILPSO), rectus femoris (RF), vasti 152

(VAS), biceps femoris short head (BFSH), gastrocnemius (GAS), soleus (SOL), and 153

tibialis anterior (TA). 154
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Fig 1. Musculoskeletal model used to study human locomotion. The model is
constrained in the sagittal plane and has 9 DoFs: hip and knee flexion/extension, ankle
plantar/dorsal flexion for each leg and 3 additional DoFs located at the pelvis: . The
movements are generated throught the activation of 9 muscles per leg: gluteus maximus
(GMAX), biarticular hamstrings (HAMS), iliopsoas (ILPSO), rectus femoris (RF), vasti
(VAS), biceps femoris short head (BFSH), gastrocnemius medialis (GAS), soleus (SOL),
and tibialis anterior (TA).

2.2 Reflex controller 155

In the reflex controller proposed by [29], the type of stimulation provided to each muscle 156

depends on the phases of the gait cycle. The gait cycle is divided in 5 different gait 157

subphases, 3 for the stance phase and 2 for the swing: early stance (ES), mid-stance 158

(MS), pre-swing (PS), swing (S) and landing preparation (LP). Taking as reference the 159

division of the gait cycle defined in clinical gait analysis ( [37]), it is possible to classify 160

the division in subphases proposed by [29] as follow: 161

• early stance (ES): first double support and early stance in single support 162

• mid-stance (MS): mid and late stance in single support 163

• pre-swing (PS): second double support 164

• swing (S): early and middle swing 165

• landing preparation (LP): late swing 166

The controller is based on three different kind of feedbacks: positive force feedback from 167

the Golgi tendon organs’ Ib fibers, and stretch reflexes length and velocity feedbacks 168

from the muscle spindles’ Ia fibers. Furthermore, PD controllers regulating the forward 169

lean angle of the trunk are integrated in the stimulation of the hip muscles to maintain 170

balance. A constant feedforward stimulation only dependent on the state of the gait 171

cycle is also integrated. The types of stimulation provided to muscles are 172

mathematically described in the equations below: 173

Feedforward stimulation: 174

uC = kC (1)

Ia length feedback: 175

uL = kL ·max(0, (l̃(t− tD) − l0)) (2)

Ia velocity feedback: 176

uV = kV ·max(0, ṽ(t− tD)) (3)

Ib force feedback: 177

uF = kF · F̃ (t− tD) (4)

PD balance controller: 178

uPD = kp(θ(t− tD) − θ0) + kv(θ̇(t− tD)) (5)

where kC , kL, kV , kF , kp, and kv are the gains of the reflex controller, l0 is the length 179

offset of the stretch response and θ0 is the proportional feedback of θ. On the other 180

hand, tD represents the parameter for the time delay and it depends on the muscle 181

proximity to the vertebral column: tD = 5ms for the hip, tD = 10ms for the knee, and 182

tD = 20ms for the ankle. The variables used in the controller (muscle length l, 183
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contraction velocity v and force generated F ) are taken normalized according to specific 184

muscle parameters: optimal length (lopt) and maximum isometric force (Fmax). 185

l̃ =
l

lopt
, ṽ =

v

lopt
, F̃ =

F

Fmax
(6)

Finally, a state controller regulating thresholds parameters that define the switching 186

between one sub-phase of gait and another is also integrated. 187

2.3 Optimization 188

The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) method is used to 189

optimized the parameters and obtain the different walking behaviors. In each simulation 190

the model walks for 15 seconds unless the model falls. The falling condition is detected 191

recording the height of the model and the simulation stops if its value decays below 0.8 192

m. The parameters of the optimization are the maximum number of generations equal 193

to 1500, the samples per iteration λ = 16 and the step size σ = 1. 194

195

Three different sets of optimizations with separate additional objectives in the 196

fitness function are launched. These optimizations are performed with different targets 197

implemented in the objective functions: 198

• Optimization set 1: different target speeds ranging from slow to fast gait 199

• Optimization set 2: different target step lengths ranging from small to large 200

maintaining a fixed value of step duration 201

• Optimization set 3: different target step duration ranging from small to large 202

maintaining a fixed value of step length 203

The first set of optimizations minimizes the difference between the average speed of 204

the model and a defined target speed. The target speed changes in every optimization 205

covering a wide range, from the slowest to the fastest speed that the stability of the 206

model can handle. The following optimization for step length and step duration are 207

performed starting from the initial condition of the best solution found in the mid-range 208

at 1.0 m/s of speed with a value of step length and step duration around 0.7 m and 0.7 209

s, respectively. Therefore, the second set investigates the modulation of step length 210

having this gait characteristic as target varying in the different optimizations and a 211

fixed target step period of 0.7 s that does not change among the optimizations. 212

Similarly, for the third set, the step length is kept fixed to 0.7 m and the step duration 213

is the varying target. Both the fixed target step length and step duration are considered 214

with tolerance factors of 0.02 m and 0.02 s. Since forcing a fixed step length or step 215

duration while varying the gait characteristics increases the effort of the task, the 216

weight for effort minimization is reduced from 1 to 0.1 for the last two sets of 217

optimizations in order not to penalize the task’s achievement. The different target 218

objectives for the three sets of optimization are reported in Table 1. 219

On the other hand, the objectives in the fitness function in common with all the 220

optimizations are the avoiding of falling recording the height of the model at the end of 221

the simulations, minimization of overcoming of joints limits and the head stabilization 222

maintaining the vertical and horizontal acceleration of the head in a defined range. 223

These conditions were already implemented in [29] and are reported in Tab 2. 224

2.4 Dataset analysis 225

The three set of optimizations obtained contains several solutions where the achieved 226

values of speed, step length and step duration are recorded together with the amount of 227
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Table 1. Different target objectives for the 3 optimization sets: the first raw describes
the target ranges that the model is able to bare maintaining stability, the second raw
indicates the chosen weight for effort minimization lower for high demanding tasks and
the third and fourth raw indicates the additional target of fixed step duration and step
length, respectively. The allowed ranges of step length and step duration for set 1 and
set 2 are very small in order to modulate one gait characteristic minimizing the
changing of the other.

set 1 set 2 set 3

Target ranges (w = 100) [0.45, 1.75] [m/s] [0.45, 0.95] [m] [0.50, 1.00] [s]

Effort minimization weight 1.0 0.1 0.1

Target step duration none [0.68, 0.72] [s] none

Target step length none none [0.68, 0.72] [m]

Table 2. Common objectives among the 3 optimization sets: the first column indicates
the different objectives, the second the corresponding target value and the third the
weight assigned in the cost function to the specific objective. The common objectives
included a measure to avoid falling solutiocorrere ai riparins (termination height), the
minimization of passive torques and the head stability to avoid excessive acceleration of
the head

value weight (w)

Termination height 0.8 [m] 100

Target passive torques 0.0 [N ·m] 0.1

Head stability-y [-4.9, 4.9] [m/s2] 0.25

Head stability-x [-2.45, 2.45] [m/s2] 0.25

effort and passive torques. Specifically, set 1 contains 147 solutions extracted from 12 228

optimizations, whereas set 2 and set 3 respectively contain 134 and 75 solutions both 229

extracted from 9 optimizations from each set. These selected solutions satisfy the 230

following conditions 231

• stability: from the solutions that reached the maximum simulation time without 232

falling condition, the stable solutions are the ones that show a convergence toward 233

a constant oscillation of joint angles. 234

• cost of transport: the efficient solutions from energy point of view are the ones 235

with a cost of transport lower than 4 J/(kg ·m) for speed between 0.8 and 1.3 236

m/s and lower than 8 J/(kg ·m) for slower and faster speeds since these types of 237

gaits requires a higher energy expenditure 238

• joints limits: the solution extracted should not overcome the joint ranges. The 239

model assigns a penalty depending on how much and how frequently a joint range 240
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is overcome. The solutions selected for the analysis are the ones that have a 241

penalty lower than 0.5 for the knee and hip angles while the penalty limit for the 242

ankle angle is set to 3 since the model tend to have a high dorsiflexion. 243

Additionally, the second and third set of optimization need also to maintain respectively 244

the values of step duration and step length in the ranges reported in Table 1. From the 245

data obtained, it is possible to evaluate the ranges of the three gait characteristics when 246

the movement of the human model is driven by reflexes allowing to answer to the first 247

research question. 248

249

For the identification of key parameters, the focus is purely on reflex circuits. 250

Therefore, the parameters related to balance, feedforward stimulation and thresholds 251

are not analysed. The identification of important parameters for gait modulation is 252

found through the analysis of the correlation coefficient between the parameter and the 253

variation of the gait characteristics analysed. Therefore, a reflex parameter is considered 254

a key parameter for gait modulation if it presents a correlation coefficient larger than 255

0.6 for at least one of the three gait characteristics’ modulation. Then, each identified 256

parameter is analysed through three different regressions, one for the solutions obtained 257

by each of the three optimization sets. The regression analysis is performed with a 258

similar methodology as previously done by [25]. However, we take in consideration all 259

the good solutions extracted instead of their average. In order to evaluate the tendency 260

of data distribution, the data are regressed finding the lowest order polynomial function 261

that is able to model the distribution with a coefficient of determination (R2) larger 262

than 0.7. In case the solutions extracted are widely spread, the maximum polynomial 263

order allowed is set to 3. 264

2.5 Validation of gait behaviors 265

The previous stage allowed to identify the parameters that mostly affect gait 266

modulation. However, in case of stretch reflexes the same level of stimulation can be 267

achieved modulating differently the gain (kL) or the length offset (l0). Therefore, when 268

one of these stretch parameters is identified as key parameter, the other belonging to 269

the same stretch reflex is also taken into consideration as key modulator for the 270

validation study. Once the key reflexes are identified, we demonstrate that the variation 271

of these is sufficient to achieve the same ranges of gait variability achieved in the 272

previous experiments. This process is done performing new optimizations exploring the 273

boundaries of the gait characteristics (minimum and maximum speed, step length and 274

step duration). During these optimizations, reflexes that were not identified as relevant 275

are not allowed to change and their value is kept constant. On the other hand, the key 276

reflexes are optimized together with the parameters regulating balance, feedforward 277

stimulation and states. A further validation is done optimizing only the non-relevant 278

reflexes for the gait modulation and keeping the key parameters to a constant value 279

with the target objective of obtaining the same boundaries of the gait characteristics 280

obtained previously. This process is done in order to demonstrate the reduced ability of 281

the model in modulating the gait without the possibility to change the key reflex 282

parameters. The other parameters not belonging to the reflex controller are optimized 283

also in this case. 284

285

The identification of key reflexes and the validation process permit to answer to the 286

last two research questions allowing to define which reflex controls which gait 287

characteristics and if these characteristics can be controlled independently. Then, the 288

study presents the gait analysis of joints kinematics, ground reaction forces and 289

muscular activity taking in consideration minimum, intermediate and maximum values 290
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of the obtained speed, step length and step duration. 291

3 Results 292

This section presents first the gait limits that the model is able to reach in term of 293

speed, step length and step duration. Then, the identified key parameters are presented. 294

These parameters are divided depending on whether they control step length, step 295

duration or both. The identification of the key parameters is done analysing the linear 296

correlation for the three gait characteristics and the tendency of the data distribution 297

shown together with the regression model. The data used, figures and videos can be 298

found at the following link: https://drive.switch.ch/index.php/s/A34EeDAHhs2xzQR 299

300

Three different sets of optimizations were performed. Table 3 shows the minimum 301

and maximum boundaries reached during the optimization processes. From the first one 302

investigating the speed modulation, the solutions were extracted within the range of 303

speed from 0.45 to 1.71 m/s, step length from 0.45 and 0.87 m and step period from 304

0.51 to 1.04 s. The solutions contained in the second set of optimizations were able to 305

achieve a minimum step length of 0.45 and a maximum of 0.88 m, covering the same 306

range already obtained in the first set with an increasing target speed. The step 307

duration was maintained constant at 0.69 s and this condition has been satisfied for all 308

the solutions selected with a tolerance of 0.01 s. Consequently, the range of speed 309

obtained in this second set is reduced compare to the first one because of the imposed 310

fixed step duration and it is included between 0.69 and 1.48 m/s. Finally, the third set 311

presents solutions with values of step duration ranging from 0.51 to 0.91 s. The target 312

step length is maintained fixed to 0.72 m and the solutions extracted satisfied this 313

condition with a tolerance of 0.02 m. The range of speed obtained out of this 314

optimization set is included between 0.78 and 1.46 m/s. 315

Table 3. Boundaries of the three gait characteristics targeted during the three
optimization sets. The first set shows the results for the optimization where the gait
target to reach is the desired speed that varied from the lower to the upper boundary.
The second set shows the results for the optimizations with a fixed step duration and a
varying target step length. Finally, the third set shows the results for the optimizations
with a fixed value of step length changing the target step duration.

Optimization set [min, max] Speed Step length Step duration

Set 1 [0.45, 1.71] [m/s] [0.45, 0.87] [m] [0.51, 1.04] [s]

Set 2 [0.69, 1.48] [m/s] [0.45, 0.88] [m] [0.68, 0.70] [s]

Set 3 [0.78, 1.46] [m/s] [0.70, 0.74] [m] [0.51, 0.91] [s]

The changing of parameters’ values in accordance with the modulation of gait 316

characteristics permits to identify the reflexes controlling speed, step length and step 317

duration. Table 4 presents the correlation coefficients of the 9 key parameters identified. 318

Among these, some reflexes have been found to be linked with specific gait 319

characteristics. Specifically: 320

• 4 key reflexes for the modulation of speed through the only modulation of step 321

length 322
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• 3 key reflexes for the modulation of speed through the modulation of both step 323

length and step duration. 324

• 2 additional key reflexes modulating both step length and step duration 325

accordingly resulting in a small effect in speed changing 326

• no reflex parameter have been found to modulate step duration independently 327

from step length. 328

Since we did not found parameters that where able to modulate step duration 329

without having a significant effect on step length, step duration is mainly modulated by 330

reflexes that also affect step length. Therefore, the solutions presented where the 331

modulation of step duration is achieved maintaining the step length fixed could be 332

obtained only with compensation mechanisms performed by other reflex circuits. 333

Table 4. Correlation coefficients of identified key reflex parameters: the 4 reflexes
having a major effect on speed modulation through the modulation of step length are
highlighted in yellow, the 3 ones having effect on all the three gait characteristics are
highlighted in green and the ones modulating step length and step duration accordingly
with small effects on speed are highlighted in red.

Speed Step length Step duration

L0LP
TA 0.8121 0.5978 0.3431

L0ES−MS
HAMS 0.4892 0.7827 0.1312

KFMS−PS
SOL 0.9082 0.8156 0.3632

KFMS−PS
GAS 0.8978 0.7074 0.1348

KLPS
ILPSO 0.6931 0.8029 0.6363

L0SILPSO 0.4689 0.2328 0.7409

KLLP
GMAX 0.7285 0.4041 0.6454

KLLP
HAMS 0.1452 0.4781 0.6072

L0LP
HAMS 0.3382 0.8707 0.7602

3.1 Step length modulators 334

In total, four parameters have been selected since those are the ones that showed a high 335

correlation coefficient with speed and step length and a low correlation coefficient with 336

step duration indicating a minor effect on this latter gait characteristic. The length 337

offset of tibialis anterior during landing preparation is the only parameter active during 338

the swing phase that has a high correlation coefficient with both speed and step length 339

(c = 0.8121 and c = 0.5978, respectively). From the graphs at the top in Fig 2, it is 340

possible to notice that the speed decreases linearly with the increasing of stretch length 341

offset of tibialis anterior. This tendency is mainly due to coherent decreasing of step 342
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length whereas the values of the parameter remains roughly constant for a large range 343

of step durations. Indeed, these values show a significant changing only for very short 344

duration values below 0.55 s proper of fastest gaits. 345

346

Another important reflex parameter is the length offset of the hamstring muscle in 347

the first two sub-phases of stance. The graphs in the second raw in Fig 2 shows the 348

linear relationship with the step length modulation. However, the step duration is also 349

affected by the parameter’s variation as shown by the quadratic regression for its 350

modulation (R2 = 0.78198) with the peak at the middle of the range. Therefore, the 351

same parameter value can be used to generate two different gaits with different step 352

durations depending on the compensatory mechanisms of the other reflex parameters. 353

This nonlinear effect on the step duration results in a less clear dependency between the 354

hamstrings stretch offset and the increasing of speed. In fact, the values of this 355

parameter are very spread around the linear regression for the speed modulation. 356

However, the global increasing tendency seems to follow the one found for step length 357

modulation. 358

359

On the other hand, the propulsive muscles seem to have a key role in the modulation 360

of step length. Indeed, the positive force feedback in stance of both gastrocnemious and 361

soleus have a high linear correlation with step length with R2 = 0.81562 for soleus and 362

R2 = 0.70738 for gastrocnemious. This linear dependency can be found also in the 363

modulation of step length that can be modeled as a linear regression with R2 = 0.90818 364

for soleus and R2 = 0.89783 for gastrocnemious. The changing of these two parameters 365

show to have minor effects on the modulation of step duration with low correlation 366

coefficients and the parameters’ values maintained roughly constant for longer step 367

durations than 0.6 s. Yet, shorter durations more proper of high speeds may have an 368

effect on the parameters’ values. Indeed, the positive force feedback gain of soleus 369

increases when step duration goes below 0.6 s while the one of gastrocnemious decreases. 370

Fig 2. Regression analysis of step length modulators. The solution obtained by the
three sets of optimizations are represented by the blue dots, whereas the regression is
represented by the red curve. The plot on the left show the data distribution and
regression for the speed modulation while the step length and step duration modulation
are shown by the plots on the center and on the right, respectively. Length offset of
tibialis anterior is the only reflex active in swing that affect step length and speed with
a decreasing effect when the parameter’s value increases. By contrast the other reflexes
presented facilitate speed and step length increasing with minimal effect on the step
period.

3.2 Step length and step duration modulators 371

The next results present the key parameters affecting significantly both step length and 372

step duration. These parameters are separated in two different group: the ones that 373

affect speed modulation and the ones that have no effect on speed. This diversification 374

is made because there are possible parameters that influence step length and duration 375

coherently maintaining the ratio between these two gait characteristics roughly constant 376

minimizing the effect on speed modulation. 377

3.2.1 With effects on speed 378

The three parameters represented in green in Table 4 are the key reflex parameters that 379

influence both step length and step duration with significant effect on speed. The 380
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length feedback of iliopsoas is one of the key modulators. Indeed, the graphs at the top 381

of Fig 3 described the behavior of the stretch reflex gain of the iliopsoas during 382

pre-swing. This parameter decreases linearly with the increasing of step length and 383

increases with the increasing of step duration resulting in a global decreasing of speed. 384

385

In the following phase of the gait cycle, we can observe a decreasing of speed with the 386

increasing of length offset of iliopsoas during swing, as described in the plots presented 387

in the second raw of Fig 3. The speed decreasing is coherent with the observed tendency 388

of the step duration that increases linearly with the increasing of length offset value. 389

The step length also seems to increase accordingly with the increasing of parameter’s 390

value. However, this increasing is significant only at the extremes of the step length 391

boundaries for step lengths shorter than 0.6 m and longer 0.8 m. 392

393

The last parameter presented in the length feedback gain of the gluteus maximus 394

during landing. We can observe the influence of this reflex stimulation on speed that is 395

efficiently modeled by the regression with a linear relationship. This linearity is not 396

found in the modulation of step length and step duration. The important contribution 397

on the modulation of step length is given mainly a step lengths larger than 0.7 m 398

showing a drastic decreasing behavior and a minor increasing for smaller step lengths. 399

This increasing behavior for small step lengths is probably the main contributor of the 400

increasing behavior of speed. However, for fastest speed the values of the parameter 401

keep on increasing despite they decrease for large step lengths. Therefore, at fastest 402

speed the modulation is given by the effect on the step duration that decreases rapidly 403

when the reflex gain increases. 404

Fig 3. Regression analysis of step length and step duration modulators with effects on
speed. The stretch reflex of iliopsoas during pre-swing and the length offset during swing
have both a decreasing effect on speed due to decreasing of step length and increasing of
step duration for the former and primarily for step duration increasing for the latter.
On the other hand, the stretch reflex of gluteus maximus in landing preparation has an
linear increasing effect on speed with non-linear effects on step length and step duration

3.2.2 Without effects on speed 405

Finally, the last two key reflex parameters presented in Table 4 control the modulation 406

on both step length and step duration maintaining their relation roughly constant 407

resulting in a minimal effect on speed. Both these parameters are related to the stretch 408

reflex activity of the hamstring during landing preparation and are represented by the 409

gain and the length offset. From the graphs at the top of Fig 4, the gain decreases 410

accordingly with both step length and step duration resulting in a null effect on the 411

speed modulation as shown by the spread distribution of data and from the low 412

coefficient of determination of the third order polynomial (R2 = 0.19406). The 413

increasing of length offset values with the increasing of step length and step duration 414

also contributes to the reduces activity of the stretch response when the two gait 415

characteristics increase as shown in the bottom graphs in Fig 4F. Also in this case, the 416

global effect is a less efficiency in the modulation of gait velocity. 417

3.3 Modulation of key parameters 418

From the previous section we were able to identify the reflexes that affect mostly the 419

gait modulation. These key reflexes are highlighthed in the control diagram of Fig 5. 420

Step length modulators are highlighted in yellow, whereas step length and step duration 421
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Fig 4. Regression analysis of step length and step duration modulators with effects on
speed. Increasing the stretch reflex gain of hamstring during landing preparation leads
to a decreasing of step length and step duration resulting in a low influence in speed
modulation. Similarly the increasing length offset of hamstring during landing
preparation results in an increades step length and step duration with a small effect on
speed modulation.

modulators are highlighted in green and red depending on whether they have or do not 422

have an effect on speed, respectively. 423

Fig 5. Diagram of reflex controller with key reflexes modulating gait highlighted. The
reflexes that were found to modulate mainly step length are highlighted in yellow,
whereas the ones that were found to modulate step length and step duration together
are highlighted in green and red depending on whether they showed a significant effect
on speed (green) or not (red).

Then, in this section we presents the largest ranges reached for the modulation of 424

the three gait characteristics optimizing only the key reflexes identified together with 425

the feedforward, balance and the state controller parameters. These boundaries are 426

compared with the ones obtained previously optimizing all the parameters and with the 427

ones obtained optimizing all the parameters except the key reflexes that are kept 428

constant. Table 5 presents the largest boundaries obtained optimizing the key reflexes 429

identified. Comparing to Table 4, the modulation of key parameters could generate 430

locomotion behaviors from slow to fast gaits with large and small step length and short 431

and long step duration. The boundaries of the three gait characteristics cover the same 432

ranges of the ones obtained optimizing all the reflex parameters. Similar results are 433

obtained for the modulation of step length and step duration. Therefore, the key 434

reflexes selected demonstrated to be able to modulate gait with the same performances 435

of the modulation of all reflexes. 436

Table 5. Boundaries of the three gait measures reached with the optimization of key
reflexes. The optimization of the key reflexes alone could obtain the same performances
of the gaits obtained optimizing all the reflexes suggesting that the major role of
modulation is delegated to the key reflexes.

Optimization set [min, max] Speed Step length Step duration

Speed modulation [0.48, 1.71] [m/s] [0.43, 0.88] [m] [0.51, 0.98] [s]

Step length modulation [0.77, 1.26] [m/s] [0.52, 0.87] [m] [0.69, 0.70] [s]

Step duration modulation [0.79, 1.30] [m/s] [0.70, 0.71] [m] [0.54, 0.91] [s]

However, some reflexes that were not considered as key modulator could still have 437

significant effects on the modulation of locomotion since the neural system is highly 438

redundant. The results from the optimization of non-relevant reflexes targeting the same 439

ranges achieved in the previous stages show that the model fails to achieve slow and fast 440

speed targets when the key identified reflexes are kept constant and not included in the 441

optimization. For step length modulation maintaining a fixed value of step duration, the 442

model is not able to reproduce stable locomotion with small step length. However, large 443

step gaits could be achieved with similar performances obtained previously also without 444
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the modulation of the identified reflex modulators. On the other hand, the optimization 445

could not reach long step durations maintaining to an intermediate value of 0.67 s when 446

trying to target high values. Yet, the optimization could converge to a behavior able to 447

reproduce short durations comparable to the ones previously obtained. These results 448

suggest that there are parameters beyond the key reflexes identified that can modulate 449

large step length and short step duration. These parameters do not necessarily belong 450

to the reflex controller, but could be part of the feedforward, balance or state controller. 451

In order to verify this, we performed optimizations varying the key reflex parameters 452

alone and other optimizations varying only the other reflexes maintaining constant in all 453

cases feedforward, balance and state controller parameters. We verified that the 454

modulation of state controller parameters alone is able to achieve large step lengths. By 455

fixing these parameters we could reach a step length value of 0.87 m with the 456

optimization of key parameters, whereas the optimization of other reflexes could only 457

reach a step length below 0.8 m. On the other hand, the modulation of short step 458

duration could be achieved with the contribution of balance parameters. Maintaining 459

these parameters constant, short step duration of 0.54 s could be achieved optimizing 460

the key reflex parameters while the other reflexes could not converge to solutions with a 461

step duration value lower than 0.62 s. Therefore, the key reflexes identified describes a 462

large variance of the modulation of the neural feedback mechanism, whereas the other 463

reflexes do not seem to affect significantly gait modulation. 464

3.4 Gait analysis 465

This section briefly describes the results of the gait analysis changing the three gait 466

characteristics. Additional figures and more details are provided in the Supplementary 467

Information. It can be firstly noted that the reflex controller could generate human-like 468

locomotion behaviors as shown in Fig 6 for the specific solution from the first set of 469

optimization at the intermediate speed of 1.2 m/s. 470

471

The modulation of step length appears to influence more the changing of joint angles 472

oscillations more for hip and ankle angles rather than knee flexion. Furthermore, from 473

ground reaction forces, it can be observed an increased time ratio between stance and 474

swing phases when the model walks at slow speed and small steps, whereas the 475

increasing of step duration does not influence this ratio. Some limitations are found in 476

the excessive dorsiflexion of the ankle over all the gait cycle and the shape of ground 477

reaction forces that presents high peaks for fast speeds and long steps and a second 478

peak slightly anticipated in the gait cycle. 479

480

From the analysis of muscle activation, we can observe that the muscle mostly 481

affected by the modulation of the gait are the hamstrings, the iliopsoas and the 482

gastrocnemious having an increased activity with the increasing of gait speed. In 483

addition, some muscles in which there was no changing of reflex parameters because not 484

considered relevant, could still present an increased activity for faster walking patterns. 485

An example of this can be found in the activation of vasti that exhibits large variations 486

depending on the target gait despite its reflexes being kept constant and not modulated. 487

488

More details and figures can be found in the Supplementary information section 489

4 Discussion 490

In this study we aim first to understand how much a human model controlled by 491

sensory-driven neural signals alone is capable to replicate various behaviors of gait at 492
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Fig 6. Representation of gait behavior with snapshots taken at different frames of for
the speed modulation solution with target speed equal to 1.2 m/s. The instant taken is
represented together with the behavior of ground reaction forces where the right foot is
the reference and red dash lines correlate the instants of GRFs with the right foot
position in the simulation.

different speed, step length and step duration. The results obtained from the 493

optimizations show that large ranges of these three gait characteristics could be 494

generated by the reflex controller. These results are coherent with the previous studies 495

involving the application of sensory-driven controllers ( [21], [27], [29]) focused mainly 496

on the single modulation of energy efficient walking at different speeds. Our results 497

demonstrated that sensory reflexes are able to modulate not only speed and energy 498

efficient gaits but could also to control step length and step duration independently 499

generating behavior beyond the optimal energy efficiency that humans are able to 500

perform even if these patterns do not represent the best strategy. 501

502

Then, the last research question aims to investigate if specific reflexes could present 503

a major effect in modulating specific gait characteristics. Nine key reflex parameters are 504

identified, 4 of which modulating mainly step length, 3 modulating all the three gait 505

characteristics and 2 modulating step length and step duration accordingly with small 506

effects on speed. These results demonstrate that the modulation of the key reflexes is 507

sufficient to generate various behaviors of human locomotion ranging from reduced to 508

high values of speed, step length and step duration similar to the ones obtained with the 509

optimization of all the reflexes. Therefore, the modulation of a small subset of reflexes 510

could possibly be involved in the strategies used by descending commands to change the 511

gait behavior together with the already investigated modulation of feedforward circuits 512

( [23], [19]). 513

514

Some of the identified parameters active mainly during stance were found to have a 515

primary effect on the step length. Indeed, step length is affected by the level of 516

propulsion that the muscles of the stance leg can give pushing the body forward and 517

lowering the center of mass. Coherently with experiments in human subjects ( [38]), the 518

main propulsion is given by the soleus and gastrocnemious muscles through their 519

positive force feedback as it can be observed by the strong correlation that the two 520

reflexes have with both speed and step length modulation. However, the muscle 521

activation of soleus and gastrocnemious show a considerable changing only with the 522

modulation of speed and no meaningful variations are observed with the modulation of 523

the step length. It should be observed that the muscle activation depends not only on 524

the values of reflex parameters, but also on the state of the muscle itself as observed for 525

the activation of the vasti not dependent on the variation of reflexes. 526

527

It has been verified that the positive force feedback gains of soleus and 528

gastrocnemious change accordingly with the data distribution and regression laws 529

described in the results section. Therefore, the unchanged level of activation observed 530

for the modulation of step length is due to an alteration of muscle states. Another 531

parameter affecting the step length is the length offset of the hamstrings during the 532

stance phase. More precisely, an increase of the hamstrings length offset results in a 533

faster gait with larger steps and a decrease in a slower gait with small steps. Indeed, the 534

length offset defines the level of length for the muscle fiber after which the stretch reflex 535

is active. Therefore, a larger length offset allows the hamstrings to sustain a level of 536

stretch due to the knee extension and hip flexion happening majorly in early stance at 537

higher step lengths without a large response of the stretch reflex that would produce an 538
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undesired knee flexion. 539

540

On the other hand, the modulation of gait with significant effects in all the gait 541

characteristics relies largely on reflexes active during swing phase or swing preparation. 542

The main stretch activity that plays a role in this modulation is the one governing the 543

activity of iliopsoas. In fact, the larger length offset of this muscle causes a slower 544

response of the stretch activity resulting in a slower and lower leg lifting typical of gait 545

with reduced speed. Moreover, the decreasing stretch activity of iliopsoas during the 546

swing preparation when the step length increases allows a full hip extension that is 547

necessary for larger steps. 548

549

Then, the fast execution of landing is guaranteed with the modulation of gluteus 550

maximus and hamstring stretch reflexes. The activity of the gluteus maximus during 551

the landing phase is important to determine the step period since its higher stretch 552

response allows a faster landing of the foot increasing the frequency of the gait. On the 553

other hand, The stretch reflex of hamstring during landing phase regulates the coherent 554

increasing or decreasing of step length and step period through the regulation of both 555

reflex gain and offset. The increased activity of hamstrings helps a faster landing phase 556

due to the hip, but it also prevents a full extension of the knee reducing slightly the step 557

length. The excessive knee flexion is prevented by the regulation of the length offset that 558

tend to increase linearly with the increasing of step length. Yet, this regulation tend to 559

slow down the stretch response of the reflex that is less effective in a fast landing. 560

561

The modulation of reflex parameters described above involve the regulation of 562

sensory-motor gains (kF and kL) and the threshold for the onset of the stretch response 563

(l0). Physiologically, the modulation of gains can be interpreted with the involvement of 564

presynaptic inhibition of afferent activity ( [39], [40]). In addition, the regulation of 565

descending modulation and γ-motoneurons contribute to the modulation of stretch 566

reflex threshold. The altered regulation of this reflex component takes also a role in the 567

generation of motor impairments in gait pathologies ( [41]). 568

569

[32] studied the effects of step length and step duration in lower limb muscles. They 570

observed that gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, vastus, gastrocnemious and soleus are 571

the most important muscles for the forward progression. In particular, it was shown 572

that the muscles mainly responsible for the modulation of step length are the hip and 573

knee extensors. In the current study, the musculoskeletal model does not include the 574

gluteus medius, but some of the other muscles identified by the aformentioned study are 575

activated by the key reflex parameters selected for gait modulation and others show 576

different activities despite their reflexes are not modulate such as the vasti. Indeed, the 577

modulation of gait is mainly regulated by gastrocnemious, soleus, hamstrings, gluteus 578

maximus and iliopsoas reflexes. In the results concerning the muscle activation we also 579

observe a major involvement of hip and knee extensors as reported in the experimental 580

study. Looking at the modulation of reflexes, the circuits governing the activity of 581

soleus and gastrocnemious positive force feedbacks also have a high correlation with the 582

changing of gait characteristics, but plantarflexor muscles are considered less important. 583

However, it should be observed that the current study has different ranges of speed, 584

step length and step duration explored. In fact, they did not cover the range of slow 585

walking with the minimal speed recorded at 0.89 m/s and the minimal step length of 586

0.58 m. On the other hand, our model was able to walk at 0.45 m/s with a short step 587

length of 0.45 m and a large step period of 1.04 s. Therefore, the ankle plantarflexors 588

are probably more important for gait modulation if very slow ranges are also included. 589

It has been verified that the reflex parameters related to hip and knee extensors has 590
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significant trends in the modulation of step lengths only for larger steps whereas they 591

remain roughly constant for smaller steps resulting in a low coefficient of determination 592

in the regression study. Furthermore, another experimental study conducted by [42] 593

demonstrated that the activity of distal muscles like soleus and gastrocnemious has 594

much less variability among subjects in slow walking compared to proximal muscles like 595

semitendineous and gluteus maximus. Therefore, slow gait speeds rely mostly on 596

defined activity of propulsive muscles rather than hip muscles. 597

598

Other experimental studies investigated the variation in muscles activity and in the 599

activation of spinal cord regions at different speeds. [43] showed that with increasing in 600

speed the muscles activation increases especially for the distal muscles active in stance 601

like gastrocnemious and soleus, whereas the increasing activity of hip muscles is less 602

consistent especially for the iliopsoas where the recorded activity is kept low for every 603

speed analysed. From our results we could replicate the increasing activation of muscle 604

plantarflexors but we also observe a large increase in activation of iliopsoas muscle. It 605

should be noticed that experimental studies using surface EMGs are limited from the 606

muscle deepness. Indeed the iliopsoas is located deep in the trunk and it is difficult to 607

record its activity [44]. In addition, [45] estimated the activity of the motoneurons in 608

the spinal cord following the work by Ivanenko and found that the activation ratio 609

between lumbar and sacral segments is increasing with the increasing of speed. 610

Therefore, proximal muscles controlled by lumbar segments increase their activity more 611

consistently than distal muscles controlled by sacral segments. We also observe this 612

condition in our results where there is a more important increase of iliopsoas and 613

hamstrings muscle activity compared to the increasing activity of soleus and 614

gastrocnemious when passing from slow to fast speeds. 615

616

Concerning the kinematics, previous studies investigated the different kinematic 617

behavior when speed is changing from slow to intermediate. More importantly, [46] 618

performed experiments on healthy subject walking from very slow speeds (0.1 m/s) to 619

self selected speed. These experiments showed that the stance phase duration in 620

percentage of the gait cycle duration pass from 70% in slow speeds around 0.5 m/s to 621

60% in self selected speed as also observed in our study. In addition, the larger 622

oscillations between flexion and extension for the hip angle at higher speeds are also 623

found in the experiments. Similar observations can be done for the ankle angle even 624

though our results present an excessive dorsiflexion compared to the experimental study. 625

For the knee angle, the current study did not found significant changes on the knee 626

flexion in swing among different speed. Similarly, the study found a significant 627

reduction of knee flexion only for very slow walking close to 0.1 m/s. Yet, the controller 628

used in the current study is not able to reproduce very slow gaits below 0.4 m/s where 629

the contribution of feedforward neural mechanisms are probably more important than 630

the feedback mechanisms. In the end, the ground reaction forces obtained and described 631

before have the limitation to present a high initial peak when the foot strikes the 632

ground and the anticipated second peak that are not found in experimental studies. 633

This behavior of ground reaction forces together with the excessive dorsiflexion of the 634

ankle is probably due to local minima found in the optimization. However, we found 635

higher peaks with the increasing of speed with almost flattened peaks for slow solutions 636

as also described in Wu’s study. 637

638

Finally, from the validation performed, the variation of the key reflexes achieved the 639

same gait behaviors obtained optimizing all the parameters of the controller. 640

Furthermore, not allowing the key parameters to change resulted in a drastic limitation 641

of gait modulation. Physiologically, it is possible that the neural system modulates 642
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additional feedback circuits for human locomotion than the one identified. Yet, the 643

results suggest that the identified reflexes are sufficient to modulate the gait in the 644

contest of purely sensory-driven mechanisms. However, feedforward neural system also 645

plays an important role in the regulation of walking behavior. Abstract models of 646

central pattern generators basing their rhythmic patterns on sensory feedback and 647

muscle synergies have already demonstrated to be able to modulate walking and 648

running behaviors ( [23], [24], [19]). Future works should focus on the combined 649

modulation of feedforward and feedback circuits with detailed models of the spinal cord 650

as already implemented for mouse models ( [47]) investigating other aspects of 651

modulation of human walking involving higher voluntary control such as high ground 652

clearance, stairs climbing, walking on slopes and obstacle avoidance. 653

Conclusion 654

In this work, we investigated the nature of sensory reflexes modulation behind the 655

generation of different walking behaviors using neuromuscular simulation tools. We 656

focused on the study the modulation of speed, step length and step duration identifying 657

the main reflexes that were found to be responsible for the modulation of the three gait 658

characteristics. Hamstrings length stretch reflexes and plantarflexors positive force 659

feedbacks during stance were found to have a primary effect on step length modulation 660

together with tibialis anterior length stretch reflex during landing. On the other hand, 661

stretch reflexes of iliopsoas, hamstrings and gluteus maximus active during pre-swing, 662

swing and landing were found to modulate both step length and step duration. These 663

reflexes demonstrated to be sufficient and necessary to modulate a wide range of the 664

three gait characteristics under analysis. Furthermore, the solutions obtained showed 665

similarities with previous experimental studies on gait modulation concerning 666

kinematics, ground reaction forces and muscle activation ( [32], [43], [45], [42], [46]). 667

This study provides a first contribution of the modulation of human locomotion in 668

simulation environments based on physiologically relevant neural feedback circuits. 669

Future directions should focus on investigating joint contribution of feedforward and 670

feedback neural components in the modulation of human gait. 671

Supporting information 672

Supporting information related to this publication. Details on gait analysis for 673

low, intermediate and high values of each gait characteristics. 674
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